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stnOIARY

IITRODUC'l'IOI

The press is quick to seize on the type of scandal which haa always fascinated public opinion.

In recent years the European press and television

have made muoh of frauds co111li tted in infringement of the common agricultural policy, stressing the aise of the profits which crooks can make at the
expense of the tax-payer.

Frequently, however, no mention is made of the

measures taken by the lember States and the Community inatitutiona(1) to
prevent such frauds, or of the results obtained by such 1118aaures.
It

should first of all be pointed out that the financing of the common

agricultural policy aa formulated in the Treaty of Rome consumes a larse
proportion of the CoiiiiiUDity's own resouroea(2).
from a reading of the Co11111unity budget, some 62

The coat becomes clear

%of

which is currently used

to finance the agricultural policy.
The European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Pund (EAOOF), which was set
up to administer the appropriations concerned, spends almost 13 000 million
Ecu( 3) (about 7 Ilia UKL*(4) on intervention 1118aaurea to stabilize markets and

on export refunds to enable CoiiiiiiUJlity agricultural products to be sold on
the world 11arket. The measures financed by the Pund also include (to name
but a few): aid to farmers for the connraion of dairy herds to beef production, in order to reduce the milk surpluses ;

sales of cut-price butter

to certain leas-favoured categories of the population ; deliveries of outprice foodstuffs to the armed forces ; the distillation of wine surpluses
the aubaidising of food aid to the Third World ; and the supply of aid to
disaster areas.

( 1) Parliament, Co11111ission, Court of Justice, Council of liniaters and
Court of Auditors.
(2) Cf. Newsletter Ho 182 in the present series, 'Financing the market aide
ef the 001110n &81'10'tll. tural policy - EA.OOP-Ouarantee' •
( 3) The ECU (European Currency Unit) is a 'IUli t of account corresponding to
the value of a baaket of national currencies of the Community, weighted
according to the economic strength of the various Member States.

(4) These figures relate to 1981.

*

or 9 lia IRL
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I. FRAUD WITHIN THE FINANCING OF THE COJDION AGRICULTURAL POLICY

A frequent criticism of the Community rules is that their complexity
makes it more difficult to carry out effective checks and tends to eftcourage improper or fraudulent practices. Unfortunately, the obli~&tion
on the Community to ensure fair and proper treatment of farmers, traders
and consumers has meant, in legal terms, a large number of complioated
regulations ; criticism of this situation is frequently voiced. The
Commission departments responsible for drafting the regulations are not
happy with the situation either, but their efforts to simplify and cla,.ify the rules are impeded by the ever more complex mechanisms of inte:r- tional business, mechanisms adopted by the traders themselves.
The complexity of the regulations, although it doubtless makes the daily
work of the national authorities more difficult, is not itself the cause
of irregularities. As with any system of taxation or government aid, the
vast sums allocated for the common agricultural polioy may oooasionally
provide the incentive for irregular or faudulent practices. The number
of persons trying to enrich themselves at the Community's expense is,
however, relatively small when compared with the huge number of honest
busines81118n.
few dishonest operators are responsible not only for
considerable financial losses but for serious ~ to the image of the
agricultural policy. For many years, therefore, the Community institutions
and the Member States have been trying to limit the opportunities for
fraud wherever possible.
The following question is often asked, however:

Nevertheles~the

must be done to put a complete stop to frauds asainst the common
agricultural policy ?"

·~at

The best and simplest solution would be to introduce checks on the trading and processing of agricultural products which were sufficiently rigourous to make any form of fraud technically impossible ; but the constraints entailed by such measures would make it extremely difficult for
the parties concerned to conduct their business. Such strict checks could
not be applied by the authorities and would place a new and unacceptable
burden on the tax-payer. Such a system would also be incompatible with

3

the principle of free trade in goods within the Comnnmity.

This conflict

of aims has to be taken into account when Comnnmi ty financing of the asz-icultural policy is made subject to controls. Control muat be exercised
judiciously and with the necessary discretion to ensure that, as far u
possible, the guilty party is apprehended.

In view of the confidential

nature of the work done by the inveatigation and control bodies, their
activities are frequently kept secret from the public.

I I • THE ROLE OF THE liEDER STATES I:N THE PREVENTIO:N OF FRAUD
For the first few years of the common agricultural policy, the Community
had no special rules on the prevention of fraud and little in the

w~

of

guidelines for the Member States, who were responsible for the proper allocation of Community funds.
When the Community's "own resources" began to be uMd for the financing
of the common agricultural policy as from 1 January 1971, the Council
adopted a Regulation specifying the responsibilities of the Member States
and the Commiasion ( 1).

Cormnmi ty law requires the Member States to ensure

that proper use iB made of EAGOF funds on their territory and to take effective measures to prevent and put an end to irregularitie•• The Member
States are alec obliged to see that all the necessary steps are taken to
recover any IIWIIs wrongly paid.

To perform these tuks the IIeber Statea

have at their disposal a nUIIlber of specialized departments.
The Community rules do not define what constitutes reprehenaible behaviour
by market operators and
Conulnmity rules.

1" down no penaltiea for infringements of the

This is a matter for the national legialation which

has been built up over the centuries on the basis ofput experience with
fraud and smuggling activities.
The recovery of sums wrongly paid by the Pund i• also covered by the legislation of the Member States.

( 1)

Regulation (EEC) No 729/70,

o.J.

Ro L 94 of 28-4.1970, P• 13.
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Over the eleven years for which cases have been recorded, there have
been some 1 400 instances of irregularities, involving 8o million ECU
(about 45 Mio •). Although this seems a huge amount at first sight,
it represents only about 0.1 't, of all EAGGF expenditure and, in view
of the millions of honest transactions financed during this period, it
cannot be considered excessive (cf. Table annexed hereto).
Over a third of the sums wrongly paid have been recovered and the Member
States have standing arrangements for this purpose. Although the recovery procedures are often very lengthy, this is the price which has to be
paid in countries such as the Member States where the citizens' rights
are gu~ranteed and the individual may defend himself by all the legal
means at his disposal, particularly in cases where clear proof of fraud
is lacking. It is not uncommon for cases to come before the European
Court of Justice in Luxembourg.
The national authorities have a special interest in using every available
means to recover sums wrongly paid since, under the Comnnmi ty rules, any
Member State which has been negligent in applying the controls or recover,y

procedures must itself bear the losses thus incurred.

Swindlers cannot hope to escape scot-free by transfering their illicit
profits to another Member State since a 1976 Directive introduced a

Co~

muni t;y-wide system of mutual assistance so that sums wrongly paid could
be recovered even across national frontiers(1).
The Member States are in any case obliged to inform the Commission of an;y
irregularities, including "routine cases", once the sums involved exceed
a certain level(2).
In doing so, the Member States must specify the rules which have been
broken, the amount of the expenditure in question, the practices emplo~
and the circumstances in which the irreg11larity was discovered. They
must also state possible ways of recovering the sums paid out • Such
notification is supplemented b;y periodic reports on the investigations
undertaken and on the outcome of the steps taken to recover sums wrongly
paid.

(1) Directive Ho 76/308/EEC, O.J. Ho L 73 of 19.3.1976, P• 18.
86 of 10.2.1972, P• 1.
* UKL or 55 Mio IRL

(~) Reg11lation (EEC) He 283/82, o.J. Ho L
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III • EXAJIPLES OF FRAUDS IO'l'IFIED TO THE COJO(ISSION

In recent years the media have done much to suggest ( wi thcut mentioning

the possibilities for recovering BUlliS wrongfully obtained) that the
taz-p&Jer foots the bill for the increasing number of frauds committed
against the common agricultural policy, this charge being frequently
illustrated by descriptions of fraudulent operations.
When a number of such articles 1.."'1 the press were subjected to closer
examination, however, it waa found that acme cases had been presented
so that it was impossible to distinguish between fact and fiction. It
also became clear that cases which had long since been settled would
occasionally reappear in the press, to be presented as the latest news.
Where such cases have a factual basis, they are known to the Member
States and the Commission but it is rare for the media to ask the national control authorities or the Commission departments for their commenta.
The following typical cases have been mentioned in the press on many
occasions :
Butter sandwich biscuit
This case, which was reported a few years ago, concerns an ingenious
stratagem to avoid paying the full price for butter. Under the Community rules, intervention butter could be sold at a much reduced price
provided that the butter was used to make pastry products. One firm,
however, had put the butter to a use fer which there was no provision
in the regulation concerned.
Instead

of

using the butter to make pastry, it prepared a BOrt of sand-

wich bi•cuit which consisted of thick slices of butter placed between
thin l&Jers of biscuit. At a later stage, it was then extremely easy
to recover the butter for other purposes. In the trial which ensued,
the firm in question tried to convince the court that their product was
a butter cream tart which it would be perfectly correct to describe as
a pastry product.
This caae illustrates just how carefully the rules must be draf'ted if
they are not to be circumvented by cunning operators.
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Needle1111 to 11q, the regulation in question waa redrafted in more
precise terms, with explicit provision that the butter must
normal baking prcoee11•

un~rgo

a

In fUture it will be impossible to profit from

any auch crafty interpretation of the rules.

The newspapers have also had headlines concerning smuggling over the
Irish frontier.

The ''pig carrou11el" involved the export of live pip

from Ireland to Northern Ireland.

The pigs were declared to the cue-

toms to quality for the payment of monetary compensatory amount11 and
were then taken back to Ireland by nisht, along quiet reads.
Mans it was possible to evade

p~nt

By this

of the normal levy on re-export11,

which wou.ld cancel out the amount received earlier.
Some smugglers are even said to have ''hired" piga in order to take III&XiIIIWII advant~

of this ''merry..go-round".

Their hope11 of euy riches had

to be abandoned, however, because of the rapid adoption of Coammit7
regulations stipulating that all pigs imported into :Northern Ireland
ahould be marked in such a wrq that they could be recopized ae iiiPOrted livestock or that proof had to be furnillhed to ahow that the pip
had been elaushtered after they were imported.

Exporter11 could not

receive any monetary compensatory amount11 until one or other of the•e
conditions had been eati11fied.

The merr,-go-round wu thu brought to

a halt.
It should be pointed out that the Fund suffered no lo•Me in thi• cue,

since the Irish authorities had stopped all
pi cion of fraud.

p~nt11

at the fir11t sue-

Normal bueine1111 continued in the usual wa7, •ince the

hone11t exporter waa able to produce the required proof before receiving
p"'"nt.

Thill 11tory became trent

p~

newa in 1977 when a 11enior national civil

"rvant wa11 arrested and charged with participation in a awindle involving over Bli'R 55 million.
ahipa' •tore11 with
aubmitting, tor

With the complicity of two auppliere of

whom he ahared his illgotten gain•, he wu secretly

p~nt

by hill department, applicationll tor .xport

refunds intended to off11et the difference between the price of the
good11 ud the world market rate ; the11e application11 related to good•
which had not in tact been aupplied u ahip•' •tore•• Since the
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documents were remarkably good forgeries, the amounts had for years
been credited to the account of the suppliers, who had then given half
to the civil servant.
Since this fraud was discovered, the internal control procedures used by
the national agencies responsible for the payment of export refunds
have been subjected to scrutiny and improved where necessary.
The Belgian civil servant in question was financially ruined by being
forced to repa_y the embezzled funds and, instead of enjoying the co~
forts of his luxury villa, he had to content himself for a time with
those of a Belgian prison.
Frozen strawberries
Traditional smuggling methods are also used in some cases.

When German

officials responsible for checking a consignment of frozen strawberries
from the Netherlands removed some of the uppermost crates, they discovered boxes of butter underneath. They duly informed their Netherlands
colleagues who, after thorough investigations, discovered that the intercepted lorry was carrying only one of the many loads of butter (700
tonnes in all) which were being declared as fruit and exported from the
Netherlands to Germany. In some cases the butter was hidden under a
layer of dried sliced apples.
These ploys were used to evade pa_yment of more than

lJ4

600 000 in mone-

tary compensatory amounts, which would have been charged if such butter
had been imported from the Netherlands into Germany.

The sausage manufacturer whom an Italian court sentenced to four and a
half years• imprisontMnt and ordered to repay the sums wrongfUlly obtained had reason to curse the day when he had the idea of misappropriating
over LIT 350 million.
This Italian manufacturer had bought 45 tonnes of duty-free pigmeat to
make mortadella for consumption outside the Community(1). In fact, he
had never intended to export the meat once it was processed but simply
to sell it on the Italian market. To prove that he had satisfied the
( 1) Under the Community rules, goods may be imported into the CoiiiiiUility
without payment of customs duties or levies provided that they are
to be reexported to non-member countries.

condi tiona for duty-free imports, he manufactured a strange "mortad.ella"
containing horse dung, sawdust and cotton, which he sold to imaginary
firma in
apply to
detected
to taste

Greece and the Canary Islands. He even had the temerity to
the Agricultural Fund for an export refund. The :fraud was
by customs officers in Genoa who had opened up a "sausage"
it.

Waste declared as meat
Under the Community rules, monetary compensatory amounts (MCAs) were
granted on exports of beef from the Federal Republic of Germany to the
United Kingdom ; these MCAs were intended to correct the distortions
affecting intra-Community trade as a result of fluctuations in the exchange rates for national currencies. Clearly, however, no such compensatory amounts were pqable on meat waste.
A German meat dealer had the idea of filling export containers with
waste and declaring the consisnment as quality beef. In this way he
hoped to obtain the compensatory amounts payable on beef. To ensure
the success of his plan, he came to an agreement with the importer in
the UK so that the waste would be declared as beef to the British Cll~
toms authorities. The German froze the waste in polythene bags and
filled the containers in such a way that the bags immediately behind
the door were full of high-quality frozen beef. He had also obtained
a forgery of a German slaughterhouse stamp with which he made out his
own veterinary certificates for each export consignment. To heiSbten
the impression that everything was perfectly above board, he endorsed
the certificates with the imprint of a one-mark coin, which looked like
an official German stamp. The consignments nevertheless aroused the
suspicions of the customs officers. The authorities in the UK and in
Germany decided therefore to make a further search at the preai•es of
both traders, at the same time on the same day.
The culprits were severely punished, as can be read in Chapter VI
''Penal ties".
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Sardinian cereals
Certain frauds, described in the press aa daring, turn out on closer
examination not to have taken place at all.
This was the case with a press report claiming that Connil!lsion officials had

enoo~aNd

a strange phenomenon when checking the applica-

tions which Sardinian farmers had submitted for production aid for
durum wheat : the applications aubmi tted by some 100 durum-wheat

growers indicated that the area under cereals in Sardinia was considerably greater than the area of the island itself.
When the matter of this huge "swindle" was taken up with the Italian
authorities, the Commisaion discovered that the press report in question was completely unf"ounded.

In 1977, the year in which the "fraud"

was said to have been committed, the area sown to durum wheat in Sardinia totalled 70 000 hectares, whilst the overall area of the island
is 2 5000 000 hectares.

For 1977, 12 055 aid applications were sub-

mi tted to the EAGGF in respect of a crop area of 60 000 hectares.

On

verification, some applications were found to be ineligible, so that
aid was granted in only 11 745 cases. Only 0,5% of the applications,
covering Bo7 hectares in all, save rise to fUrther enquiries because
of possible inaccuracies in the areas declared.
IV •

THE TASKS FACING THE COJIMUNITY AlfD THE COMMISSION IN PARI'ICULAR

Whilst the prevention of fraud and the proaeoution of the offences
involved are chiefly tasks for the administration of the Member States,
several Community bodies also have responsibility for verifying compliance with the agricultural legislation and making checks on the e:xpe:ndi ture arising therefrom.
Apart from the Co11111ission, there is the Court of Auditors, which was
set up in 1977 and which audita accounts both within the Community
institutions and in the Member States, and a special Committee of the
European Parliament which regu.larly reviews the control measures applied by the Co11111ission and the steps taken to prevent and
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sta~~p

out fraud.

The Comrnission' s main tasks are the improvement and simplification of
the rules and regulations.

The Comrniaaion considers this work as an

essential contribution towards the prevention of unjustified expenditure.
Apart from preparatory legislation and the promotion of cooperation at
European level, the Commission is also responsible for verifying that
proper use is made of Community tunds.
Since detailed accounts and supporting documents relating to EAGGF expenditure and revenue can only be obtained from the Member States, particular importance attaches to on-the-spot checks, which the Co11111ission
is trying to improve by the introduction of modern techniques.
The Comrniaaion carries out a wide range of such checks on the measures
financed by the EAGGF.

To increase the effectiveness of these checks,

the Commission decided on 25 January 197 8 to set up an inter-departmen1al
working party responsible for coordinating the controls applicable to
own resources and EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure in the Kember
States.
The checks made on agricultural expenditure ( 1) by Comrnisaion officials
have a variety of aims :
- As part of the "clearance of accounts", systematic checks are made on
the expenditure which the paying ~nciea in the Member States have
incurred in the various sectors covered by a market organization.
The checks apply to one or two years at a time and involve an examination of the national control mechanisms.
- Specific investiptions are undertaken in certain cues, for example,
when EAGGF fUnds seem to be at risk or when, in special circumstances,
steps

have to be taken to ascertain whether the rules are being cor-

rectly applied and what the financial consequences will be.
- Selective checks are usually applied simultaneously in all the Kember
States, in response to problems arising in a given sector covered by
a market organization or in respect of a given category of expenditure.
In addition, national control measures are applied at the request of the

Connission (whose ~ficials assist with the tasks involved) to deal with
various special problema.

9 of bl'llation (l!ZC) No 729/70
Article 6 of Regulation (EEC) No 283/72

f 1) Article

II

(see page 4)
(see page 5).

In 1979 and 1980, for example, the Commission carried out on-the-spot
checks in some 60 cases, over and above its normal work on the clearance
of accounts. The Commission has the right, which it exercises wherever
possible, to investigate any alleged or suspected irregularities.
Headlines such as 'European Flying Squad' or 'European Anti-Fraud Squad'
are, however, inappropriate descriptions of the verification work carried out by Commission officials in the Member States.
When frauds or other irregularities are discovered as a result of the
surveillance exercised by the Member States or the checks made by the
Community institutions, it is not sufficient to prosecute those responsible and to recover the sums wrongly paid. Data relating to frauds and
other irregularities are collected by a special !lOOP unit on 'Irregularities and special inquiries' and are analysed with the assistance of
experts from the Member States.
The aim is to help protect financial resources by keeping the agricultural rules under continuous review and by applying adequate control
measures. Preparations are now under way for the introduction of a
computer to facilitate exploitation of the data collected on frauds
and irregularities.
A confidential telecommunication system has also been set up for the
exchange of data between the investigators appointed by the Member
States and the Commission. This procedure is used when rapid information is required on new irregularities or frauds which could have immediate repercussions in other Member States. Now that smugglers and
embezzlers are increasingly resorting to stratagems involving more than
one country, such a system is essential to detection work ; it provides
the basis for large-scale international cooperation.
The many and varied problems relating to the prevention and detection
of fraud are also studied by the Commission in conjunction with a speci&
working party of senior national officials responsible for surveillance
in the agricultural sector, for the prosecution of fraud and for customs
investigations.
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Several years of analysis at Community level indicate that fraudulent
practices follow a particular pattern.

They consist mainly of the false

description of goods, the imitation of goods, false declarations of
weight or quanti ties and the forgery of documents.
Although one fraud may be more complicated or cunning than another, they
all follow the same basic pattern.
Where agricultural products imported from non-member countries are concerned, EAGGF expenditure is not necessarily involved.

The smuggling

of butter and tobacco has always been considered a fairly profitable
offence, but the profit is not obtained at the expense of the common
agricultural policy.

On the other hand, if margarine exports were

declared as butter (in order to claim the export refund for butter),
this could entail considerable losses to the Agricultural Fund.

V•

OTHER FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES
For some years the Commission has given high priority to an intensive
campaign against frauds.

In 1973, Mr Claude CHEYSSON, who was then the

Member of the Commission with responsibility for the Community budget,
set up a 'Special Committee of Inquiry' consisting of senior officials
from the Member States and the Commission.

This Committee, which was

chaired by the Financial Controller< 1), had the task of identifying the
weaknesses which might give rise to irregularities in certain sectors
covered by a market organization. The Committee completed its work in

1979 1 presenting the Commission and the Council with several reports
containing recommendations on how the existing legislation could be
improved and applied to better

ef~ect

on compliance with the rules.

The Committee also recommended the intro-

and how closer checks could be. kept

duction of more modern inspection methods and in-service training for
the officials r..,onsible for inspections ; the Commission has taken
steps to implemeftt these recommendations.

(1) The Financial Controller ranks as a Director-General invested with
special powers.
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A survey of the methods used to detect irregularities revealed that moat
caaea were discovered by checks on books and commercial documents. The
Commission accordingly submitted to the Council of Ministers a proposal
for a Directive, which has now been in force since 1979, obliging all
Member States to carry out, aa a preventive measure, more frequent systeMatic checks on the books and commercial documents of undertakinge.( 1 )
Since then one Member State has been

a~le

to request another to inspect

the books of undertakings established in the latter.
To introduce this new system, the Commission held a seminar in Brussels
at which know-how and information were exchanged on auditing methods as
a means of detecting and preventing fraud.
The training of the officials responsible for fraud prevention is a matWr
for the Member States. Wherever possible, the Commission tries to assist
with the in-service training of such staff.
In 1979, a seminar on the forging of documents was held in Brussels to
brief the representatives of the national inspectorates on the various
methode ueed by forgers. The meeting was addressed by detectives, criminol~ and graphologists who illustrated their talks with practical
examples of forgery techniques. The recommendations emerging from this
seminar were designed to make it more difficult to use forged stamps or
documents for fraudulent purposes.
In 1980, the Commission organized exchanges of officials between the
inspection bodies in the various Member States ; these officials thus
had the opportunity of broadening their professional skills by studying
the methode ueed in other Member States.
On 1 July 1981, the Council of Ministers brought into force a new and
important Regulation on mutual assistance between the administrative
authorities of the Member States and the Commission to ensure the correct
application of the law on customs and agricultural matters. The scope

(1) Directive No 77/435/EEC, O.J. No L 172 of 12.7.1977, P• 17•
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of this Regulation is much wider than that of the laplea Convention
where cooperation between customs authorities on fraud prevention is
conoerned.(1)
IV •

PENALTIES
As mentioned earlier, no penalties are laid down by the Community rul••
Under the Rome Treaties the Community has no powers in this matter.

A

draft amendment to the Treaties, with provi•ion for penalties to safeguard the CoiiiiiWlity' s financial interests, has been under riud.y by the
Council of Ministers for some time.

Such an amendment, whioh would

have repercussions in areas still under strictly national control,
obviously cannot be adopted in haste.

This does not mean, however,

that the Community may be defrauded with impunity.

National penalties

are a highly effective deterrent to the potential swindler.
This wu made clear by the legal proceedings in Germany and the United
Kingdom following the discovery of the fraud described in Chapter IV
above.

In this case, over 300 tonnea of meat waste in refrigerated

containers were exported from Germany to the United Kingdom and declared as "frozen beef"•
At the trial in the United Kingdom, the culprits were sentenced to a
total of 26 months' imprisonment and were fined UKt 4 200.

The German

meat trader, who had devised the scheme and faced the heaviest charges,
was sentenced to 7 yaars' imprisonment.

In both cou.ntriea the parties

concerned had to repay the full amount of the payments wrongfully
obtained.

(1) Regulation (EEC) No 1468/81, O.J. No L 144 of 2.6.1981, P• 1.
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SUIIARY

Just as any tax system may give rise to tax evasion, so will any ayriem of'
government aid gl.ve rise to various fraudulent practices.
ish to

i~~agl.ne

It would be tool-

that the financing of' the connon agrioul tural policy is any

exception to this rule.

The Commission considers, however, that the total

amount known to have been misappropriated, which repreaents leas than 0 .•1 fo
on average of' all EAGGF expenditure, does not discredit the 0011110n agricultural policy as a whole.
Admittedly some transactions (which f'all short of' actual f'raud) are ef'f'ected
f'or purpo ..s at odds with the market rules and are intended solely to obtain
unjustifiable prof'i ta at the expen•• of' the CODIIlOn agricultural policy.

The

rules in question have, however, been adjusted and tishtened where necesnry
to prevent any deliberate misinterpretation.
The Commission and the Court of' Auditors have considerably increased not
only the number of' controls to be applied in doubtful oases but also the
range of' inspection methods and the rules themselves.
The checlcs carried out by Co•isaion of'f'iciala in the Member States indicate
the strengths and the wealcneans of' the various verification systems and
sometimes show where possible irregularities could occur.

The conclusions

reached by the Commission inspectors are disoue ..d with the bodies concerned and, where necessary, the systems are improved accordingly.
A vast data network h&8 been set up, modern auditing methods have been
introduced and the of'f'iciale responsible f'or the detection and inspection
work take part in training seminars to keep themselves abreast ot developmenta.
These •uures have helped to increase the chances of' detection.

The

COimlis8ion departments are constantly vigilant and, with the assistance of'
the Member States, they are unrelenting in their ef'f'orts to sategaard the
resources ot the Agricultural Pund against f'raud and misappropriation.
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TOTAL EAOGF OUAJWI'I'EE EXPEIIDITURE SIIICE 1971

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1.571,3

2.446,4

3.928

3.095

4.523

5.587

6.830

8.673

10.441

11.315

10.980

The UM~W~t• are a:~:pre•Md in 10illion• of ECU•, ezcept for 1971 end 1972 where they are •hown in
The - • involYed in known irre«UliU"iti .. account for 0.1 ~of total e:~:penditure.
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0,59

27,22

( •) OBl;r oua• inYolYinl!' 110re than
1000 ECU h..,. been included.
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No.

Linguage :

165

15 years of Green Europe

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

166

Milk : problem child of european
agriculture

OA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

167

EEC agriculture : the world dimension

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

168

European agriculture 1979

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

169

European agriculture into the nineteeneighties

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

170

Agriculture and the problem of surpluses

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

171

EEC food imports : the New Zealand file

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

172

Wine in the eighties

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, EL

173

The agricultural aspects of enlargement
of the European Community : Greece

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, EL

174

The agricultural aspects of enlargement
of the European Community : Spain

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

175

The common agricultural policy and world
food shortages - Food aid

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

176

Aspects of the common agricultural policy
of concern to consumers

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

177

Policy for animal feedihgstuffs
of cereal "substitutes"

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

178

The enlargement of the Community

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

179

The Community's agricultural and food
exports

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

180

A new common organization of the markets
in sugar as from 1 July 1981

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

181

A new =ommon agricultural structure policy

DA, DE,

the case
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~N,

FR, IT, NL

linguage :
182

Financing the market side of the common
agricultural policy - EAGGF-Guarantee

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

183

Co-ordination of agricultural research in
the Community

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

184

Community food aid

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, Nl

185

The contribution of the common agricultural
policy to the economic development of the
Community

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

186 The development of veterinary legislation

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

187

The Community's agricultural policy and
policy on trade in agricultural products

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL

188 Mechanisms of the common organization of
agricultural markets
- livestock products

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, Nl

189

Mechanisms of the common organization of
agricultural markets
- Crop products

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, Nl

190

The agricultural aspects of enlargement
of the European Community Portugal

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, Nl

191

State aids and the common agricultural
policy

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, El

192

The common agricultural policy and agricultural trade with the developing countries

DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, EL
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